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A

Out-of-Distribution detection metrics

In out-of-distribution detection, comparing different detector approaches cannot be done by
measuring only accuracy. The question we want to answer is if a given test sample is from
a different distribution than that of the training data. The detector will be using some information from the classifier or embedding space, but the prediction is whether that processed
sample is part of the in-distribution or the out-distribution. To measure that, we adopt the
metrics proposed in [4]:
• FPR at 95% TPR is the corresponding False Positive Rate (FPR=FP/(FP+TN)) when
the True Positive Rate (TPR=TP/(TP+FN)) is at 95%. It can be interpreted as the
misclassification probability of a negative (out-distribution) sample to be predicted as
a positive (in-distribution) sample.
• Detection Error measures the probability of misclassifying a sample when the TPR
is at 95%. Assuming that a sample has equal probability of being positive or negative
in the test, it is defined as 0.5(1 − TPR) + 0.5FPR.
where TP, FP, TN, FN correspond to true positives, false positives, true negatives and false
negatives respectively. Those two metrics were also changed to TNR at 95% TPR and
Detection Accuracy in [3], which can be calculated by doing 1 − x from the two metrics
above explained respectively. We use the latter metrics only when comparing to other stateof-the-art methods. This is also done because the implementation in both [3, 4] allows for
using a TPR which is not at 95% in some cases, meaning that the Detection Error can go
below 2.5 since TPR is not fixed to 0.95.
In order to avoid the biases between the likelihood of an in-distribution sample to being more frequent than an out-distribution one, we need threshold independent metrics that
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